Abstract. In order to realize high-dimensional data classification accurately and reduce computation cost and dimension disaster, principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce dimension of high-dimensional data firstly, and then BP neural network is applied to classify. Aiming at the problem of low classification efficiency of traditional BP algorithm, an improved BP algorithm with two times adaptive adjust of training parameters(TA-BP algorithm) is proposed. By two dynamic adjustment of learning parameters, the algorithm has higher learning efficiency. In MATLAB simulation experiment, the improved BP algorithm is applied to classify high-dimensional data after reducing dimension. The experimental results show that the training speed and classification accuracy of high-dimensional data is improved greatly by this method.
Introduction
Classification is one of the important technique in data mining that maps the data items of database to a certain class in giving categories by using a classification function or model. It can be applied to extract models of describing the major data category and predict the future data trend. Today human society has entered the big data era ,in the study of big data, a lot of data , such as: media data, remote sensing data, biomedical data, financial data are high dimensional data, is often processed with the cost of computing cost and dimension disaster [1] [2] [3] . However the traditional BP neural network has some disadvantages such as too long training time, local optimum and slow training speed when classifying large-scale high dimensional data [4] [5] [6] . Consequently, the principal component analysis (PCA) method is adopted to select some important and big influential data attribute sets from the original training samples in this paper, so as to reduce the high-dimensional data. And then an improved neural network BP algorithm based on secondary adaptive adjustment learning parameters is proposed to classify dimension-reduced data.
Principles of PCA
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a mathematical method for data dimension reduction [7] [8] [9] . The basic idea is to try to recombine a number of original targets that have a certain correlation,
(e.g., p targets) into a set of fewer number of unrelated comprehensive target m F to replace the original index. So what should we do extract the composite index to make it both maximum reflect the information of and guarantee to keep the new targets being independent of each other (Non-overlapping information). 
Calculation Steps of PCA
The specific steps of PCA is described as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the covariance matrix Compute the covariance matrix of the sample data: Σ=(sij)pp, where
Step 2: Calculate the eigenvalues i  and corresponding Orthogonalized unit eigenvectors i a of Σ. The first m larger eigenvalues 0 ... 
When the cumulative contribution rate is greater than 85%, it is believed that the information of the original variable can be reflected adequately, and the corresponding m is the pre-m principal component extracted.
Step 
Step 5: Calculate the principal component score. Calculate the score of the sample in m principal component:
...
BP Algorithm with Two Times Adaptive Adjust of Training Parameters(TA-BP Algorithm)
Aiming at BP neural network algorithm's limitation such as falling into local minimum easily and low convergence speed, an improved BP algorithm with two times adaptive adjust of training parameters(TA-BP algorithm) is proposed. The work step of this improved BP algorithm can be described as follows:
Step1: Initialize the connection weights and thresholds by random numbers between 0 and 1; Step2: Select a training sample randomly for the network; Step3: Calculate the output of hidden layer units and output layer units;
Step4: Calculate output error ( ) E t ; Step5: Calculate the general error of output layer units and hidden layer units;
Step6: Adjust training rate  and momentum factor  according to formula (1) and(2) , then adjust connection weights and thresholds.
( 1) ( ) ( ), t t t Step11: Re-select a training sample randomly and return to step (3), till max ( ) SE N e  ;
Step12: Training over.
Simulation Experiment Experimental Idea
Two groups of 10 dimension data are generated by normal random number generator in MATLAB. One group is taken as training sample, and the other is taken as test sample. Each group has 600 samples and consists of four normal distributions. Firstly, principal component analysis (PCA) method is used to reduce dimension. Through principal component analysis, the total variance contribution rate of the first principal component, the second and the third principal component reached 92.3%. They can reflect the characteristics of the original data. So, the first three principal components are selected as the dimension reduction result. Then, the data before and after dimension reduction are input into traditional BP neural network and the improved BP neural network with two times adaptive adjust of training parameters(TA-BP algorithm)respectively. They can be trained and classify, and their training time, training error and classification accuracy are compared.
Experimental Result
Training Time. Let traditional BP algorithm and TA-BP algorithm runs 10000 times with the same samples respectively. The time required is shown in Table 1 . From table 1, we know that the dimension reduction time of two algorithms have all fallen after dimension reduction. And under the same dimension, TA-BP algorithm needs less time than traditional BP algorithm.
Error Curve. The error curves of 10 dimension data and 3 dimension data under two BP algorithms are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 .
It can be seen from the error curves of 10 dimensional data and 3 dimensional data, TA-BP algorithm has faster convergence speed than traditional BP algorithm. It indicates that the improved BP algorithm has better performance. Classification Accuracy. Table 2 lists the classification accuracy of two algorithms applied in the 10 dimension and 3 dimension data training sets. As shown in Table 2 , the results of two algorithms are all good, which indicates that the neural network is well trained. After dimension reduction, the classification accuracy of two algorithms is more high. Moreover, under the same dimension condition, the classification accuracy of improved BP algorithm is higher than that of traditional BP algorithm. 
Conclusion
In order to classify the high dimensional data, the classification method after dimension reduction is proposed. The first three principal components are extracted from high dimensional data by principal component analysis. They are input traditional BP neural network and TA-BP neural network in order to test the classification effect. The experimental results show that the training speed of neural network is faster and the classification accuracy is higher after PCA dimension reduction. Moreover, TA-BP algorithm has better recognition ability and classification accuracy than traditional BP algorithm, and the robustness of neural network is enhanced.
